


conductors, funky low-noise resistors - the
works, in fact.

The circuit is claimed to extend far into the
high-frequencies, del ivering a suggested
frequency response of 4Hz-B0kHz within 3dB
limits at one watt and a similarly healthy
2]Hz-52kHzwithin a decibel at full output.
That makes it do what has become the almost
unthinkable in audiophi le circles - you can
actually couple an SACD player to a valve amp.

The chassis is remarkably small  and
deceptively heavy (although nowhere near as
heavy as its ia11 bigger brother). Most ofthe
weight is distributed to the rear of the
amplifier, where those three black boxes hide a
central power transformer and two output
transformers, with taps for four and eight ohm
speakers. The overall look is richly fabulous,
especially with the valve protector in place: the
piano gloss finish with two frontal slats to
dissipate heat look businessl ike and cool. Only

Mystire iall integated amplifier [[eyiew]

fractionally better with the valve protector in
place. Sounds are minutely sweeter and the
treble is a notch gentler. This isn't a big
difference at all - it was more of a dawning
that the Iistening sessions with the protector in
place lasted longer than those where the
valves were out in the wild. Nevertheless,
placing the lid on the tubes does seem to have
a mild improvement to the sound - but what
does it do to the valves' life expectancy?

Like the Pure Sound 430 tested in HFC298,
the Mystdre ia11 brings much needed energy
to valve amps. The combination of that
forward, exciting sound with a wonderfully
open midrange is hard to beat. HFC

Alan Sircom

"Part of the joy of a yalve amplifier is the
way it distorts when the wick is turned up; at
fulltilt, upwards 0f one pcr cent distortion."
'look' cool, though... the top plate of that valve
protector quickly rises to egg-frying
temperature (more so than its bigger brother)
and one can't help wondering if that protector

only serves to heat the tubes too greally. Still,
r i '< ar<\/  tn ramn\/a

SOUND QUATITY
The Mystdre is Iighter, brighter and more

temporal ly upbeat than i ts peers. In that
respect, it's almost like the Naim amp of valve
designs. lt's got an exceptionally fast attack on
the music - attack in the musical, not military,
sense - with leading edges of music del ivered
cleanly, crisply and accurately. This gives a
sense of reality to transient-led, percussive
instruments and an infectious sense of foot-
tapping rhythm to anything with a beat.
This is something that's exceptionally rare in
valve designs, as most seem to blunt the
leading edges in favour of a more mell i f luous,
beauteous overall presentation. As the Prima
Luna designs were very much in this
'traditional valve sound' camp,.the Mystdre
deserves all the more pralse.

Where the valve sound is used to full
effect is in the midrange. The
Mystdre ia11 goes for the
deep but not wide,
exceptionally open
midband that can
make the speaker
seem to disappear - a
very valvey trait
and one that is
thoroughly
beneficial to the
overal l  sound.

This is almost the perfect compromise,
almost solid-state attack coupled with a valve
smoothness. The'almost '  bit  kicks in because
there is a trade-off. The amp - refined and
open in the midrange, extended and l ively in
the treble :.is not as well sorted at the bottom
end. Bass notes are less precisely defined and
appear almost curtai led. This is not an
aggressive truncation of the sound, in fact the
rol l-off  appears mild and well-control led, but
this is not an amp for those with desires upon
big bass reproduction.

Elsewhere, though, the sound is big and very,
very powerful. That 40 watt output figure is
deceptive - coupled with a pair of efficient
speakers with plenty of headroom, it will blow
your socks off. Part of the joy of a valve
amplifier is the way it distorts when the wick is
turned up: at ful l  t i l t ,  this amp del ivers
upwards of one per cent distortion, which
would be totally unacceptable in a transistor
amp. However, most of this distortion on an
amp l ike the ia11 appears to be even-order
harmonic distortion, which serves to make the
sound more 'creamy'. lt's still ultimately
distort ion, but at high volumes, the ial l  st i l l

sounds smooth
and exciting -

if anything, its
cha racter
changes to

make it seem
all  the more
smooth at
high volumes,

which is a real
boon.
Curiously, the

ampli f ier sounds

N PRO
Lovety looking valve amp that
sounds crjsp andtaut and
deceptively un-vatvey. Don't
let those 40 watts deceive
you... it's a powerhouse,too

E gON
Bass could be deeperand
fuller. Lack ofinputs and
remote could be a problem,
And we question that egg-
ftying valve heatwhen the
protector'sin ptace
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